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Abstract 
The three primary needs of man are food, clothing and shelter. Shelter 

provides man with protection against the effects of the elements of weather, 

cold, heat from the sun, unwanted cold flushes and also provides him with 

protection from predators. The development of man over the years goes with 

the development of shelter abode to make it suit his purposes for erecting 

the shelter, suit his aesthetic appeal and conform with his status in the 

society. One of the ways through which man has been able to achieve the 

above conditions was through proper landscaping of his environment. 

Landscaping as the tool used for institutional, urban and even rural 

improvement aims at enhancing the beauty and aesthetic quality of the 

environment for the use of man. The objective of the department of physical 

planning is to transform the developable and developed surfaces of 

settlement into functional and quality environment for its residents. 

(Amaobichukwu, U. and Isu, H.E, 2019). The concept of landscape 

planning gives credence to environmental impact design for an improved 

urban and institutional environmental quality in a period of rapid 

environmental transformation in Nigeria. While acknowledging the fact 
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that a greater percentage of the Nigerian Institutional Environment is in a 

deplorable state, the writer highlights the environmental impacts of 

landscaping, giving special attention to environmental cost benefit analysis. 

The aim of this paper therefore is to bring to the fore the importance of 

landscaping the environment, maintenance of landscaped surfaces and 

structures of the Akanu-Ibiam Federal Polytechnic while suggesting ways 

on how the Polytechnic environment can be treated to reduce the depressing 

and gloomy state of its outlook. This will be achieved through personal 

visits, documenting existing landscaped areas to obtain data and intensive 

literature review of documents, journals, books amongst others. 

 

Keywords: Landscaping, Landscape Elements, Aesthetics, Hard and Soft 

Landscapes, Landscape features. 

 

 

Introduction 
One of the preconditions for 

environmental conservation is 

landscape planning. It is interrelated 

to landscape architecture, horticulture, 

and environmental management. 

Landscaping can also be referred to as 

site beautification. It is a process 

concerned with activities geared 

towards the articulation of existing 

open spaces for the purpose of 

enhancing the quality of the 

environment (Essaghah, 1997). The 

articulation process may include the 

rehabilitation of the open spaces as 

well as the coordination of the existing 

relationship between and among them 

(Magnus, 2005). Landscaping is an 

innovative method of urban planning 

and management. The BBC English 

Dictionary defines landscape as 

“everything that you can see when you 

look across an area of land, including 

hills, rivers, buildings, and trees”. The 

Merrian-Webster online Dictionary 

also defined landscape as “a picture 

representing a view of natural inland 

scenery; a picture that shows a natural 

scene of land or the countryside; an 

area of land that has a particular 

quality or appearance; a portion of 

territory that can be viewed at one 

time from one place”. 

A landscape is all the features that are 

important in a particular situation; a 

painting which shows a scene in the 

countryside 

(https://www.collinsdictionary.com) 

19-08-2021/21.04pm. If an area of 

land is landscaped, it is changed to 

make it more attractive; this can be 

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
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achieved by adding streams or ponds and planting trees and bushes. It can 

further be seen as all the visible features of an area of land, often considered in 

terms of their aesthetic appeal; a garden or other area of ground can be made 

more attractive by altering the existing design, adding ornamental features, and 

planting trees and shrubs. Furthermore, “Wikipedia” defined landscape as the 

visible features of an area of land, its landforms, and how they integrate with 

natural or man-made features (https://en.m.wikipedia.org). In the English-

Cambridge Dictionary; landscape is aptly defined in terms of its relationships 

to buildings and roads; it says that landscape is “to change the appearance of an 

area of land, especially next to a building or road so that it looks more like 

natural countryside. 

It has to be stated that the word “Landscape” has a different meaning when it 

relates to printing, hence the Cambridge Dictionary defied landscape in that 

sense as  a name used to describe a computer document that is to be printed with 

the longer side of the paper at the top and bottom, for instance PC monitors 

display web pages in landscape format while printers are set by default to print 

in portrait. (https://dictionary.cambridge.org). According to 

https://www.yourdictionary.com; “The definition of landscape is the features of 

a given area of land, especially when the area of land has been improved by 

carefully designed planting and arrangement”. A portion of land or territory 

which the eye can comprehend in a single view, including all the objects it 

contains”. 

 

Landscaping entails making improvements or maintaining previous 

enhancements on one’s property’s ground, either aesthetically or practically. 

Any fixed feature in your property ground affecting one’s house’s practical 

functioning or overall aesthetics is a landscaping feature. 

Landscaping is when trees and other plants are brought in to create an area of 

beauty, whether it is in a quiet neighbourhood or a bustling city. Today one can 

find impressive landscaping projects in the form of rooftop gardens, urban 

pocket packs and backyard oases (https://foyr.com). 

“A picture representing a scene by land or sea, actual or fancied, the chief 

subject being the general aspect of nature, as fields, hills, forests, water etc ; “to 

change the natural features of (a plot of ground) so as to make it more attractive, 

as by adding a lawn, trees, bushes, etc. 

  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
https://www.yourdictionary.com/
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                                                                  Fig.2:  LANDSCAPE MODE 

 

                   Fig.1: PORTRAIT MODE 

 

PC monitors display web pages in landscape format while printers are set by 

default to print in portrait. 

• In creative writing a landscape can be described as flat, dry and 

monotonous, a seemingly limitless scrub waste without landmarks or 

water or other relief. 

• Landscape can also be described as Great Sandstone Outcropping. 

• Landscapes can as well be described as Easing over humps and trenches, 

pot holes and stone rivers bashing through trees where a track is blocked, 

the bucking climbs up steep eroded banks. 

 

Beautifying one’s property can involve more than focusing on one’s home; it is 

appropriate for one to look through the types of landscape options available, 

and you can see how altering the surrounding area can work wonders. Home 

owners/property owners have many options when the issue at stake has to do 

with landscaping. Straightforward designs can be opted for or in another option 

one can go for something truly creative and unexpected. However, to make that 

choice one can go ahead and look out for different landscaping options featured 

in some books, articles, journals. https://ecomindedsolutions.com, accessed 20-

08-2021. 23:45. 

 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

It is rather difficult to trace the history of landscape design because it is not 

possible to maintain a garden in its original form when the trees, plants, etc start 

decaying, whereas in architecture the buildings last very long due to the lasting 

properties of stones, bricks, concrete, metals and other materials used. In spite 

https://ecomindedsolutions.com/
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of these limitations, it is possible to trace the basic influences on the 

development of landscape gardens through direct and indirect sources. 

 

EGYPTIAN AND MESOPOTAMIAN GARDENS 

Three civilizations left a considerable mark on the development of gardens all 

over the world and in one way or the other their influence on the development 

of landscape design has been very vital. Some of them were quite contemporary 

with each other yet they were very independent in their approach. 

The earliest examples of landscape developments can be traced to the Egyptian 

civilization and they introduced grand manner planning by creating avenues of 

sphinx for approaching to the pyramids. In view of dry climate and proximity 

of desert they could not develop gardens with trees and plants. 

However, in this region the main movement on gardens started from 

Mesopotamia which was further developed in Babylon, Persia and later on 

carried by Moors to Spain and other North African countries and by Moguls to 

India. Even the legendary Garden of Eden and one of the seven wonders of the 

world known as Hanging Gardens of Babylon belonged to these civilizations. 

(Datta, 1977). 

Four main categories of Egyptian gardens developed in the following sequence: 

• Fruit and vegetable gardens 

• Domestic gardens 

• Palace gardens 

• Temple and Tomb gardens 

 

https://www.gardenvisit.com, accessed 24-08-2021, 17:44 

the gardens may have began as simple fruit orchards and vegetable gardens, 

irrigated with water from the Nile. As the country gradually became richer, they 

evolved into pleasure gardens with flowers, ponds and valleys of fruit and shade 

trees. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org, accessed 24-08-2021, 17:49. 

Their different buildings such as temples, palaces, and private residences had 

their own gardens, and the models of some of these gardens were at times 

displayed in the tombs so their owners could enjoy them in their after life. 

The Mesopotamian civilization created city gardens and provided the necessary 

irrigation facilities from Euphrates and Tigris Rivers which flow through the 

region. They built canals, terraces and water fountains. Cyprus and other fruit 

https://www.gardenvisit.com/
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/
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trees were planted in lines and they followed geometric patterns, using squares, 

rectangles and diagonal path ways to create patterns which are popularly known 

as “Persian Paradise Carpets”. They made use of hedges, avenues, screen walls, 

water channels besides introducing interesting structures such as water falls, 

breeze ways, water palaces and other features to enjoy the coolness and 

refreshing quality of water and scenic values of the gardens (Datta, 1977). 

 

CHINESE AND JAPANESE GARDENS 

While the art of landscape garden was being developed in the Mesopotamian 

countries, a new approach based on natural form and informality emerged in the 

gardens developed in China which were primarily guided by the concept of 

idealized nature. The landscaping of ancient Chinese gardens emphasizes the 

harmony and coordination between man and nature by using multiple design 

methods to best express the beauty of nature. (https://www.Chinadaily.com). 

Very rich and subtle effects were used by Chinese to create rich environments 

surrounding their palaces and religious buildings. The basic methods of 

landscaping for ancient gardens involve borrowing, adding, framing, revealing, 

contrasting, suppressing and blocking. The methods used depend on the nature 

and size of the garden, as well as the location and time. 

In 6th Century A.D. when Japan accepted Buddhism, the Chinese art of 

landscape was imported and a symbolic approach guided their designs and the 

famous gardens of Kyoto palace were created. Thereafter many new features 

were added such as Lanterns, water pots, fountains, stepping stones, gravel beds 

including miniature trees and specially cultured plants were introduced. Careful 

arrangement of rocks and stepping stones added further informality in their 

gardens. Today, the Landscape art in Japan is highly developed where very 

selected plants and rocks with interesting forms, art, mounds, etc, are used to 

create playful and natural environments. 

 

GREEK AND WESTERN GARDENS 

Landscape design of ancient Greece (VIB.C-IV A.D) was in essence garden 

design. The use of a good combination of utilitarian, religious and aesthetical 

features was typical to the gardens of that time. Formation of terraces, steps, 

paved areas with diverse types of vegetation was created to give formal settings 

to various buildings. The aggressive conquests of Alexander of Macedon played 

a basic role in the forming of the Landscape design of the Greek State and a 

https://www.chinadaily.com/
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substantial part of it underwent strong Asian influence-culture and the traditions 

of Egypt, India and Persia. https://www.landscapedesign-online.com, accessed 

24-06-2021, 19:00. 

Later on Greek influence travelled to Rome and through Romans it went across 

the European continent. These gardens were created around large villa to give 

proper setting to the important structures built by them. They created very subtle 

transition between nature and buildings by extending large steps, terraces, 

balustrades, fountains, step guards and other built-in features so that the built 

elements result steadily merged with lawns and soft landscape to provide an 

excellent continuity. 

 

MODERN GARDENS 

Currently the landscape art is incorporating different ideas and approaches to 

create formal and informal gardens. The works of Burle Marx in Brazil are 

famous for creating abstract painting. Burle uses curvilinear forms (Datt, 1977). 

The other important Landscape Architects are introducing mounds, rocks, 

screens, pavings, tight fittings, seats, water effects and other interesting features 

to create gardens suitable for residential and public buildings and large open 

spaces. Modern landscaping is known for its streamlined aesthetic and sleek 

sophisticated style. Overall the garden will feel controlled and organised, 

typically the focus is heavier on hardscape and structures than it is on plants, 

https://www.landscapingnetwork.com. Thoughtful landscape design is the key 

to creating an outdoor Oasis, whether you have a tiny court yard in an urban 

area or a sprawling estate in the country. A great emphasis is being laid upon 

the utility and recreational aspect in the planning of gardens and development 

of scenic areas. 

 

TYPES OF LANDSCAPES 

Different types of landscapes exist, they include desert landscape, plain 

landscape, tundra, wetland, mountain range cliff, coast, littoral zone, glacier, 

polar region of earth, shrub land, forest, rainforest, woodland, jungle, moors. 

(https://en.m.wikipedia.org). 

There are also coastal landscapes, riverine landscapes, arid landscapes, 

mountain landscape, Karst landscapes. Karst limestone region where 

underground water is the main cause of distinctive landforms. 

https://www.landscapedesign-online.com/
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/
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Landscape – the visible features of an area including both the natural 

(mountains, forests, rivers etc) and human elements (roads, houses, bridges etc) 

Landform- a naturally formed feature on the Earth’s surface, having a 

characteristic shape or form. Landforms of varying sizes and shapes, when 

taken together, are referred to as a landscape. Landform is one of the 

components of landscape, others include vegetation, water bodies, natural and 

man-made features. Vegetation includes tress and tree species, patterns of 

growth, height of maturity, level of shade and how it lithers. 

• Mountain Landscapes: 

We can see mountains, with narrow rivers, forests, villages and steep 

roads. 

• Flat Landscape: 

Flat land, wide rivers, farms, cities and motorways can be seen as part of 

a landscape 

• Coastal Landscapes: 

One can see cliffs, the sea and tourist towns. 

 

HARD AND SOFT LANDSCAPES 

There are two forms of Landscape: Soft landscape and Hard landscape. 

Hard Landscape which is also known as hardscape is a term used to describe 

the non-plant material used in landscaping such as a park or garden, 

https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk. Hard landscaping elements provide 

support for soft landscaping components which include plants, trees, soil etc. 

Both the hard and soft landscapes work leveragly to produce a cohesive space 

that is naturally linked to the environment around it. Without the combination 

of the soft and hard materials, a landscape design will surely look incomplete 

and will surely be not up to the mark. 

The larger pieces of hard material of the landscape structure make up the bulk 

of the landscape design. Hardscape materials such as rocks, stones or masonry 

are essentially required to create a sense of space and to give a complete look at 

home. Hard landscape gives an ideal look to a building, helps in solving many 

problems like diverting of water and drainage, figuring out outdoor living 

spaces, prevention of erosion as well as bringing long-lasting effect to a home. 

https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk/
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Plate 1: Example of Hard Landscape         Plate 2: Example of Hard Landscape 
(Cheche, K.K 2019)            (Joseph Hudak) 
 

Elements of hard landscaping can be natural or artificial; they include retaining 

walls, paving material, driveways, walkways, decking, steps etc. Included in the 

list also are planters, gazebos, outdoor kitchens, fountains and permanent 

furniture. Other hard landscape elements include paths, patios, sculptures, 

fencing, drainage systems, irrigation systems, lights, structures (sheds, pergolas, 

follies, greenhouses), water features (fountains, ponds, creeks, waterfalls), 

gates, trellises. These elements of hardscape can create outdoor spaces that can 

be used for multiple purposes. For instance, when they are fitted with electronic 

equipment for sound, heating, lighting and other comforts, these outdoor areas 

can serve as extra ‘room’ for entertaining. They may also form part of the design 

of safety, security, lighting, privacy planning etc. 

 

         
Plate 4: Soft Landscape (The alchemy of landscape architecture, George H. 2009) 
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The living part of Landscape structure is referred to as soft landscape. Materials 

that make up the components of the soft landscape include plants, lawns, trees, 

shrubs, etc. https://www.newsinheadlines.com.  Comparatively, materials 

required to build a pond in a garden area are components of hard landscape, but 

the pond itself is a part of soft landscape. 

Soft landscape is a term used to describe the process of working with natural 

materials and other landscape elements that do not involve construction. These 

elements include turf, trees, hedges, shrubs, etc. It includes all types of plant 

life, from flowers and trees to shrubs and ground cover. 

https://www.designingbuilding.co.uk. 

Materials that are used for soft landscape naturally change and evolve over time, 

driven by growth, the climate and other conditions. Seasonal components can 

also play a significant factor in soft landscape planning, particularly when there 

is a desire to create a vibrant environment throughout the course of the year. 

Hard and soft landscaping elements usually go hand in hand. For example, a 

garden may be created with sleepers to create a flower bed, which is a hard 

landscaping element, and the flowers and soil that are placed within it constitute 

the soft landscaping element. https://www.natratex.co.uk. 

 

TYPES OF LANDSCAPING FEATURES 

There are many types of landscaping features from which the landscape 

designer can choose to satisfy the briefs of his client. The choice of any 

particular landscaping feature depends largely on what the designer wants to 

achieve. Some of the landscaping features in vogue include the following:- 

Outdoor furniture, lighting, outdoor sitting and dinning areas, outdoor kitchens, 

decking, grills, fire pits and five places. https://www.endenapp.com, accessed 

20-08-2021,20:56. Features and elements of outdoor design such as fire pits and 

fire places, functional and decorative lighting, and wireless connectivity are 

among the most sought-after amenities which landscape architects working on 

residential projects receive. 

Outdoor furniture is among the group of landscape features, although outdoor 

furniture tends to be oversized but it is built to relax and lounge on. Patio 

furniture which is a smart idea for an overall cohesive design can help in 

determining size and scale, materials, colour, style and can help one choose 

actual pieces. Furniture should agree with the style of the landscape materials 

and the architectural style of the residence. https//:www.thespruce.com. 

https://www.newsinheadlines.com/
https://www.designingbuilding.co.uk/
https://www.natratex.co.uk/
https://www.endenapp.com/
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Plate 5: Outdoor Furniture          Plate 6: Fire pit and fireplaces 

As a source of light, a fire pit on cool summer evenings can provide warmth and 

this can be a factor for one to go and stay outside during colder months. There 

are different types which include the portable ones and the permanent pits. The 

portable pit can be moved around within a compound, the permanent pit is made 

of brick, stone, or concrete. A fireplace, as a more permanent landscape feature 

which is larger can provide a permanent source of fire in an outdoor space. Its 

purpose is multi functional and includes the following:- 

• A fireplace serves as a gathering spot in your compound, especially in the 

evening times. 

• Being a fireplace, it can serve as a visual feature or focal point in a 

compound and in doing that serve as an anchor for an outdoor living 

room or kitchen. 

• Because it is a larger feature than a fire pit, it provides a larger source of 

heat. 

         Lighting or illumination is the deliberate application of light to achieve 

practical or aesthetic effects. https://en.m.wikipedia.org. Lighting can be natural 

or artificial. Lighting as a landscape feature is always designed in layers or 

stages where attention is called to the property’s boundaries starting with the 

perimeter and is followed by paths. Next to follow are stairs and accent lighting 

where emphasis is placed on safety and highlighting garden features. Landscape 

architects and lighting professionals assess the needs of a residential project 

based on the following parameters namely:- 

1) Functionality: What are considered for safety and practical purposes. 

2) Accent: These are lights that are used to highlight focal points in the 

outdoor area or space. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/
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In using lighting as a landscape feature, low voltage systems (12volts) are used 

to save energy and reduce costs. 

 
Plate 7: Lighting     Plate 8: Outdoor dinning and sitting areas 

Another interesting landscape feature is the outdoor sitting and dining areas. A 

particular area of a compound can be defined by a landscape architect through 

creating spaces for certain activities or functions in milder ways that harmonises 

everything and facilitates foot traffic. In most cases this can be achieved by 

using hardscaping features, like setting a dining area apart with low stone walls, 

while allowing quick access to a grill or outdoor kitchen area. 

Outdoor kitchens are also considered as a landscaping feature. In the design of 

an outdoor kitchen the landscape architect has to access available space, 

accessibility to the outdoor dining area and indoor kitchen and size of ones 

compound. He should also consider budget, materials, climate, cooking style. 

 

  
Plate 9: Outdoor kitchen     Plate 10: Decking 

In considering Decking as a landscape feature, care should be taken in the 

choice of materials such as wood. Concrete does not add warmth and natural 
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beauty to outdoor flooring that wood or composite decking does. It agrees with 

most architectural styles and agrees with the environment. A landscape architect 

can design a deck that is the ideal size, shape and location for ones compound. 

https://www.thespruce.com. 

A stone walkway adds a rustic charm to the house and blends well with other 

landscape features. One can consider installing a sand set path, which is an 

easier option for Do-it-yourself installation. “DIY” means that instead of hiring 

a professional to do a particular task – or, instead of buying goods from a store 

or an artisan – you are choosing to do that task or create those products yourself 

with no direct help from an expert. https://housebeatiful.com. Lay the stones on 

a bed of sand and fill up the empty spaces with gravel or sand. 

   
Plate 12: Paving  stones    Plate 13: Brick Walk Way stones 

             
Plate 14: Grey gravel                           Plate 15:  Stepping stone 

                                     https://www.bobvila.com 

https://www.thespruce.com/
https://housebeatiful.com/
https://www.bobvila.com/
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A fountain is a landscape feature that makes a great focal point; it creates a calm 

and relaxing ambiance in someone’s house when placed in front of the 

compound. 

 

   
Plate 17: Hundred Fountain, Villa d’Este, Trivoli, Italy                        Plate 18: Water Fountain  

(https://www.britannica.com) 

Notable for their bold statements in the compound and for announcing the 

advent of warm weather for people living in northern climates are a row or 

cluster or well organised group of flowering trees. The flowering trees will 

make your compound appear more colourful and attractive. 

 

    
Plate 19: Planting bed     Plate 20:  Flowering trees 

Flower beds are one of the landscaping features that can make your compound 

interesting. The secret is in selecting colourful, vibrant flowers. When newly 

planted the flower bed might look sparse and unattractive, but as it grows one 

begins to appreciate its beauty even as it gets fuller. Ideally, it is proper to decide 

on a colour scheme when making a decision to plant flower beds and it has to 

be ensured that the planted flowers match the colour and general appurtenance 

of ones residence to achieve a balance. 
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One of the surest ways of making a property stand out is by having a green, 

lush, and healthy lawn and this can be achieved through the use of lawns and 

shrubs. If it is difficult to maintain a natural turf, artificial grasses can come to 

the rescue. Several shrubs produce outstanding berries, fall foliage, and autumn 

flowers, thus making an excellent addition to a lawn. 

 

  
 Plate 21a: Lawns and  Shrubs      Plate 21b: Lawns and  Shrubs 

https://www.absolutelawnpros.com 

 

PRINCIPLES OF LANDSCAPE DESIGN 

The Principles of Landscape design are guidelines which a landscape designer 

can employ to push landscaping ideas to achieve particular objectives. They are 

traits which when properly considered will make any design to be unified, 

cohesive and beautiful; they will also affect how the design feels, flows and 

works. https://www.sscgov.org, accessed 23-08-2021 10:14am. Understanding 

these landscape design principles will increase the creativity of the designer as 

well as help him generate new ideas. The principles will also ensure that there 

is balance and harmony in the design. 

 

Simplicity 

Elements that do not provide improvements or impact on the design can be 

omitted. Priority should be accorded to what is important and elements that do 

not fall in order so as to keep the design clean, neat and uncluttered. A well-

defined design which is also simple is one that will be easier to maintain and 

increase functionality. 

https://www.sscgov.org/
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Plate 22: Simplicity                               Plate 23: Unity 

 

Unity 

The repetition and consistency of a design is what is known as unity in 

landscaping. The landscape designer uses repetition to bring about unity in his 

design by repeating like elements such as plants and décor in the landscape. 

Consistency, on the other hand is used to create unity by fitting different 

elements of a landscape together to create a common unit or theme. 

https://richardstbs.com, accessed 23-08-2021, 11:11am. 

 
Plate 24: Balance 

https://richardstbs.com/
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Balance 

This is simply a sense of equality. Balance is of two types – symmetrical and 

asymmetrical balance. In symmetrical balance, two sides of the landscape are 

identical while in asymmetrical balance, the landscape composition is balanced 

using different elements and objects which have almost similar imaginary 

weight. 

https://richardstbs.com. , accessed 23-08-2021, 11:19 am. Balance is the 

concept of ensuring the weight feels even throughout the plan. A plan with 

formal balance will have both sides mirroring each other, while informal 

balance refers to equal but not matching. 

 

Variety 

Variety plays an important role as a landscape element; shape, size and form 

are used to create variety. Their selection should be diverse so as to create visual 

interest but simplicity must not be sacrificed on the altar of creating varied 

combinations. 

 

   
Plate 25: Variety                                  Fig 3: Contrast and Harmony 

 

Contrast and Harmony 

Contrast helps highlight certain elements in a landscape design while harmony 

makes the elements in a landscape design look unified. When contrasting 

elements are placed next to each other, they draw the viewer’s attention. The 

use of complementary colors side by side or the juxtaposition of any elements 

of art creates contrast and harmony. 

https://richardstbs.com/
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Color: 

This is an attribute of things that results from the light they reflect, transmit, or 

emit in so far as this light causes a visual sensation that depends on its wave 

lengths. 

https://www.dictionary.com, accessed 23-08-2021 12:09. The color of 

something is the appearance that it has as a result of the way in which it reflects 

light. Red, blue, and green are colors. https://www.collinsdictionary.com, 

accessed 23/08/2021 12:16. 

To achieve the dimension of real life in landscape design, use color. There are 

warm colors which seem to advance towards you; they include red, and orange 

– they make an object seem closer, hence blues and greens are used to create 

perspective. 

 

                        
Plate 26: Color                                             Plate 27: Sequence  

 

Sequence 

This is a gradual change in a landscape design which is achieved gradually by 

varying the plant size or the color intensity. It can also be applied to texture, 

foliage shape and size of different elements. Sequence refers to how transitions 

in the elements of plant size, shape and texture are used. Gradual changes of 

one element at a time offers a smooth, appealing sequence. Abrupt changes 

from a tall plant to a short one or a fine –textured plant to a rough one do not 

work well. https://www.sccgov.org, accessed 23-08-2021, 12:43. 

 

Emphasis 

The use of texture, form or color to accentuate parts of the design will create 

interest and navigate the eye through the design, but over emphasis will make 

the design look chaotic. Areas that should be accentuated are meant to stand out 

https://www.dictionary.com/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
https://www.sccgov.org/
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but this has to be done within the context of a larger design. Specimen areas are 

best standing alone. Key plants can be used to de-emphasize or soften 

architectural features. 

  
Plate28: Emphasis                               Plate 29:  Scale/Proportion  

 

Scale/Proportion 

The size of an element in relation to other is known as proportion. The size of 

the components in a landscape is scale. One must ensure that all the elements in 

a landscape design have proper proportion. A wall or tree should not be made 

significantly larger than everything else because it will pull the eye away from 

the rest of the garden. 

 

Line 

The mother of all elements in landscape design is the line. Lines are used in 

creating beds, entryways, walkways, texture and perspective. When the 

designer wants to create an illusion of depth and distance, he uses the line. 

Plate 30: Lines in Landscape  

 

Form 

An outline that encloses a 

space creates a shape and 

the three dimensional mass 

of that shape creates a form.  

Form as a principle of 

landscape design is found in 

both hardscape and plants, 

and it is typically the 

dominant visual element 
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that spatially organizes the landscape and often determines the style of the 

garden. https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu, accessed 23-08-2021, 13:29. 

The things that help determine the overall form theme of the garden include the 

form of structures, plant beds and garden ornaments. Formal, geometric forms 

include meandering lines,  

organic edges, and fragmented edges. Through their outlines or silhouettes 

plants create form in the garden; form can also be define by a void or negative 

space between plants.      

  
Plate 31: Meandering lines in the landscape   Plate 32 : Circular forms and lawn panels 
 

           
Plate: 33 Organic edges: irregular edge of rock garden             Plate 34: Tree forms 

 

            
Fig. 4: Texture Study                           Fig 5: Shrubs and ground cover forms 

https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/
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LANSCAPING AT AKANU-IBIAM FEDERAL POLYTECHNIC, 

UNWANA AFIKPO 

Landscaping at the Federal Polytechnic Unwana can vividly be described using 

the following adjectives; the good, the bad and the ugly. The good in that in 

some aspects efforts were made to buy into the use of some good features of 

landscape design to ensure a visually pleasing, functional, and ecologically 

healthy environment as was done in the newly built block of ten classrooms. 

The bad in that though attempts were made to landscape some spaces, the lack 

of proper maintenance culture has rendered these spaces more unwelcoming 

than it should be unnecessarily.  This scenario can be seen within and around 

most structures at the Polytechnic. Examples include the vehicle parking lots in 

front of the Polytechnic Administration block, the parking lots lying adjacent 

the school of Engineering Technology block. The ugly scenario of the 

landscaping is depicted in areas where no efforts were made at all to take 

advantage of landscaping or using a design process that systematically 

considers all aspects of the land, the environment, the growing plants and the 

needs of the user to ensure an aesthetically pleasing environment. The spaces 

lying in front of the School of Environmental Design and Technology, the 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) block, the hostel blocks, 

the new theatre block etc drive home this argument. 

- The combination of both hard and soft landscape features to create an 

aesthetic environment  at the new block of ten classrooms. 

-  

 
Plate 35a: New block of ten classrooms               Plate 35b:New block of ten classrooms 

The unkempt parking lots lying adjacent the School of Engineering Technology 

block; notice the weeds that have overgrown the parking lots. 
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Plate 36:  Parking Lots adjacent the School of Engineering block               Plate 37: Parking Lots in front of Old Admin. Block 

 

- The parking lots in front of the old administration block; again notice the 

mass of weeds growing on the lots. A scheduled maintenance practice 

should have kept this space in an admirable condition. 

- The visible lack of landscaping whether hard or soft within and around the 

Hostel areas presents an ugly signature of what landscaping should be in 

a Hostel environment of an institution of higher learning such as the 

Unwana Polytechnic. 

 

  
Plate 38:  Hostel  Blocks   Plate 39:  Bushy Ground Hostel  Blocks 

 

- Uncleared bushy areas around the hostel blocks; green, lush plant 

landscaping features can make this space environmentally inviting to 

both students and visitors alike. 

- The Polytechnic student centre with its unkempt grassy fore-court; notice 

the poodles of water in front of the building. The flower hedges that 
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should have lined the sides of the hard landscape path has been left to 

die off as a result of lack of maintenance. A structure such as these should 

have been a cynosure of all eyes as far as good and well maintained 

landscaping is concerned in the Polytechnic environment. 

 
Plate 40: Polytechnic Students Centre         Plate 41: Space in front of ICT Centre 

 

- This space in front of the ICT centre is actually begging for landscaping. 

The natural earth in front of the edifice is not complementing the intents 

and purposes of the structure. 

  
Plate 42: A Streetscape in the Polytechnic       Plate 43: Roadscape from main entrance gate 
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- This streetscape in the Polytechnic should have been made better by 

incorporating some soft landscapes features along both sides of the 

street. 

- This is the view of the roadscape leading from the main entrance gate into 

the polytechnic different zones – the Administration, the Academic, the 

Hostels etc. The gmelina trees on both sides of the road provide a good 

landscape features that complement the aesthetic skyline of the main 

entrance gate. 

- The fore court of the School of Environmental Design and Technology 

with no landscaping at all. This forecourt slopes towards the building, 

hence during rains storm water is naturally directed towards the 

foundation of the building. This does not augur well for the continued 

stability of the structure. A landscape structure such as a reinforced 

concrete drainage channel can be constructed before the base to arrest 

flood water that flows directly to the foot of the building. Soft landscape 

and other hard landscape features such as hedges and concrete pavings 

can be employed to compliment that of the reinforced concrete drainage 

channel. 

  
Plate 44: Fore court of the School of Environmental Design & Technology     Plate 45: Ground around the old theatre block 

 

- This is the area within and around the old theatre block. A structure such 

as this that hosts both local and international conferences should not be 

left at this – without proper landscaping. 

- This is the forecourt of the new theatre block. Notice the natural earth and 

bushy areas around the structure. These should be well-landscaped to 

give face lift to the building which can also host conferences both local 

and international in addition to lectures. 
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Plate 46: Fore court of the new theatre block        Plate 47: Ochudo Complex 

- This picture depicts the structure known as the “Ochudo Complex” with 

bushy areas surrounding it. A combination of different features of 

landscape, both hard and soft would have improved the aesthetic outlook 

of the structure. 

- This is the expansive Court yard defined by the SIP (Special Intervention 

Projects) buildings. The lush green at the Court yard are weeds of 

different kinds growing luxuriantly within the court yard. The paved area 

traversing the courtyard is a foot path with weeds encroaching on its 

available space. Sheared holly and beech hedging as soft landscape 

features can add beauty to and help define the paved area appropriately 

(Andrew, A. 1982). 

  
Plate 48: Footpath traversing the courtyard      Plate 49: Expansive courtyard at the SIP blocks 

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF LANDSCAPING AND MAINTENANCE OF 

THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE AKANU-IBIAM FEDERAL 

POLYTECHNIC UNWANA AFIKPO, EBONYI STATE 

The development of an aesthetic landscape is pivotal to a productive human 

environment, recreation, social and economic integration. Landscaping is one 
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of the cheapest ways of cushioning the harsh effect of weather on both the rural 

and urban environment as well as institution spaces. The value of these spaces 

depend to a large extent on how the various landscape elements are explored 

and effectively manipulated by designers. These elements include vegetation or 

plants, water bodies and various landforms. The benefits of landscaping the 

Polytechnic environment include the following; 

a) Landscaping Adds Value to the Polytechnic Environment    

Landscaping entails making improvements or maintaining previous 

enhancements on the Polytechnics property’s ground, either aesthetically 

or practically. The idea of budgeting and spending money to landscape 

any of the ground in the Polytechnic to make it more beautiful is a good 

enough reason to justify the investment. Every property in the 

Polytechnic is supposed to be gorgeous from every perspective. 

(https://www.ecomindedsolutions.com). 

b) Landscaping can be Beneficial to the Health of Staff and Students of 

the Polytechnic as Well as that of the Visitors. A well landscaped 

court-yard at the SIP blocks can be very inviting. Relaxation sports made 

of concrete or some other landscaping features can be of use in bringing 

down emotional disturbances, anxiety etc. Some fruit-bearing trees can 

also be grown within the courtyard. Studies consistently show that being 

in nature is good for a persons mental health. It can improve the students’ 

memory, reduce stress and boost feelings of happiness. Landscaping can 

play an important role in healing. 

c) Landscaping For Sustainability of the Polytechnic Environment 

Landscaping is essential for the Polytechnic environment because it 

utilizes fewer resources, supports lifecycle, flourishes flora and fauna, 

and offers long-term investment results. With the expected steady 

growth of the population of the school and our natural resources 

depleting at the same time, adding a well-thought out landscape on the 

grounds in the school is very important contribution to mother Nature 

and the Planet. 

d) Well-thought Out Landscapes will Help to Reduce Pollution within 

the Polytechnic Environment by Reducing Pollutants. 

Landscaping helps in purification of the air in the nearby areas. They 

help purify both outdoor and indoor air quality. 

(https://www.getpond.com) 

e) Landscaping Stops Erosion 

 Erosion is a serious menace in some areas. Its menace leads to increased 

pollution and sedimentation in rivers and streams. Waterways (example, 

the one beside the ICT block) can get clogged which kills fish and other 
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species. Erosion destroys fertile land and leads to more flooding. 

Employing proper landscaping, especially grass and shrubs, hold the soil 

together with their roots. (https://theimportantside.come). 

f) Landscaping can help create a cooling effect on the Polytechnic 

environment. The presence of concrete, cars, aluminium roofs on 

buildings make the environment get hot. People run their air conditioners 

in order to stay cool. Trees used in landscaping are nature’s air-

conditioners; they can help to reduce the temperature/heat in the 

Polytechnic environment. On a summer day, a backyard with trees will 

be 6-degrees cooler than a yard without trees. 

(https://importantsite.com). 

g) Landscaping helps preserve the Polytechnic environment. 

Constructing buildings and other infrastructures can impact negatively 

on the environment; the consequences of deforestation and shrinking 

green spaces are grave. Landscaping by way of planting native flora, 

avoiding chemicals can help keep the Polytechnic environment healthy 

and thriving. 

h) Landscaping Makes the Polytechnic Environment More Welcoming 

         The Polytechnic landscape is an extension of the prestige of the 

Polytechnic as an institution and has the capacity to improve the mode 

and state of mind of both staff and students. Who is it that would not love 

to be in a well-landscaped environment? A warm, welcoming, and 

livable environment is the wish of anybody who values good things; 

good landscaping inclusive (https://www.premiercinceptswa.com) 

i) Landscaping Helps The Polytechnic Environment Connect with 

Nature 

 Designing a good landscape is an excellent way of preserving the natural 

feel of the environment. Students can even spend a few minutes in a 

garden and get relieved of stress. 

 

Conclusion 

The development of an aesthetic landscape is pivotal to a productive human 

environment, recreation, relaxation, social and educational development. 

Landscaping is a necessary tool for environmental protection, preserves the 

environment from the fierce assaults of man, and is useful for the enhancement 

of the aesthetic value of the environment. 

Historically, landscaping is an age-old practice having evolved from the 

Egyptian and Mesopotamian era, Chinese and Japanese gardens, Greek and 

Western Gardens, up to today’s modern gardens. It depends heavily on some 

https://importantsite.com/
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principles or elements which will help give good effect to the final product. 

Such elements include simplicity, unity, colour, balance etc. 

Features such as lighting or illumination, outdoor furniture, stone walkway, 

flowering trees, flower beds, healthy lawns and shrubs are used in the 

achievement of a desired landscape plan. Many of the grounds of the 

Polytechnic are not well landscaped or not landscaped at all, hence the 

importance of landscaping and maintenance of the Polytechnic environment 

which includes adding value to the environment, reduction of pollution, cooling 

the environment etc cannot be over-emphasized. 

 

Recommendations 

The importance of good landscaping for an educational institution such as the 

Akanu-Ibiam Federal Polytechnic Unwana Afikpo Ebonyi State cannot be over-

emphasized having copiously extrayed the existing landscape in the institution. 

The importance of landscaping generally include but not limited to the 

following: Provision of facilities for recreation and tourism, relaxation, 

provision of medicinal plants, maintenance of soil fertility, protection  of the 

ecosystem, regulation of the environment temperature etc. Given the social, 

economic, ecological, cultural, recreational, ethical and aesthetical values of 

landscape planning, the use of landscaping should be given a serious 

consideration in all development activities in the polytechnic to ensure quality 

environment. 

• The paper recommends that all open spaces in the Polytechnic should be 

properly landscaped using some of the stated features of landscape. This 

should be done taking into consideration the climate and cherished 

nature of the environment. 

•  The roads and streets in the Polytechnic should be properly landscaped to 

make for good welcoming vistas and directional elements in the 

environment. Such beautiful roadscapes and streetscapes will actually 

raise to an appreciable bar both the institutional integrity and 

attractiveness of the Polytechnic. 

• It is a well established fact that aside high academic standards,  

infrastructural development etc, one other factor that draw prospective 

students to particular institutions of higher learning is the level of its 

environmental beautification. Hence the paper recommends that 
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improved varieties of plants with distinctive shapes and sizes, rare 

colours and eye-catching accents including those with their natural and 

wonderful scents should be selected for landscaping in order to break the 

monopoly of green foliage. 

•  Landscape lighting does not usually attempt to duplicate the effect of 

daylight, instead the lighting should capture the nighttime mood; trees 

retire mystery, the surface of a pool becomes calm. Lighting for 

pedestrians (students and staff of the Polytechnic) can be provided by 

pole-mounted luminaries – either starkly modern, classically simple, or 

elaborately ornate. It can also be supplied by light sources mounted 

within the branches of nearby trees or an adjacent buildings. 

• Landscaping of the Polytechnic grounds would be wonderful if carried 

through but it may eventually come to nothing if adequate maintenance 

culture is not incorporated into the exercise. Such manner of 

maintenance as corrective, preventive scheduled maintenance, etc can be 

used to keep the aesthetic outlook and environmental quality of the 

Polytechnic environment at a healthy level. 
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